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This invention relates to refrigeration and 
particularly to means operable periodically to 
defrost an evaporator which is normally oper 
ated at sub-freezing temperatures. 
From the early days of mechanical refrigera 

tion it has been common practice to defrost. 
evaporators by what is called “the hot gas meth 
od,” that is to say by causingthe compressor. 
to deliver hot compressed gas to the evaporator. 
The successful use of this, as heretofore com 
monly carried out, depends on Ithe presence in 
the refrigerative circuit of more than one 
evaporator, or an evaporator capable of sub 
division into units which are defrosted one at a 
time, so that the condenser may continue to 
function. 
In defrosting systems having a-single evapo 

rator, recourse has been had usually to some 
type of heater. These heaters have been of 
various types and variously located. They are 
expensive and consume valuable energy. 
The present invention is applicable to sys 

tems having a single evaporator, resembles and 
has all the advantages of the conventional hot 
gas method, and avails of Waste heat accumu 
lated externally of the circuit to furnish the heat 
units needed to thaw the frost. 
Generally stated the invention contemplates 

a heat accumulator which is ̀ external to the cir 
cuit, and which accumulates heat in substantial 
quantity but usually at moderate temperature. 
Such an accumulator may be charged with spent 
(hot) condenser cooling water, or may he a liquid 
bath heated by waste heat Ifrom the compressor 
cylinders or from the motor or :motors which 
drive the compressor or other apparatus. Since 
the accumulator is? external to the circuit it does 
not impair or limit normal performance of the 
reirigerative circuit. 
When defi-ostina is> desired, two connections 

are temporarily established while the compressor` 
runs, the first being a hot gas connection from 
the compressor discharge to the vapor space in 
the evaporator, and the second being made up 
of a drain connection from the liquid space of 
the evaporator to a heat exchanger in the heat 
accumulator, and a suction connection thence 
to the intake of the compressor. 
Thus hot vaporofus refrigerant from the com- ` 

pressor melts the frost from the evaporator and 
is condensed in consequence, drains while in the 
liquid phase to the exchanger in the accumulator. 
is there evaporated, and returns inthe vapor 
phase to the compressor. 4 . 

The reason for using an accumulator is to 55 

2 
store sumcient heat for one defrosting cycle at 
the rather low temperatures at which waste 
heat is commonly available. The higher the 
temperature at which waste head is available, 
the smaller is the needed storage capacity. 
After all, every heat exchanger has some heat 
storage capacity, so both functions are always 
present. How they are proportioned is a matter 
of design, commonly controlled by the maximum 
temperature at which some part of the appa 
ratus may b'e operated. For example, the per- e 
missible head-pressure limits the temperature 
of water leaving the condenser. The eilicient 
running temperatures of compressors and of 
electric and other motors are subject to char 
acteristic limitations and will control in particu 
lar cases. 
Preferred embodiments of the invention will 

now be described in order to explain the prin 
ciples of the invention. 
In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a diagram _of a refrigerative circuit 

with the invention applied so as to recover heat 
from spent condenser water. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary view showing howl 
waste heat may be recovered from a motor-com 
pressor unit instead of from spent condenser 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary view showing another 
modification. ' 

Refer first to Fig. l. The compressor is shown 
at 5 and is driven by an electric motor G through 
a. belt. The high pressure gas line 'I (discharge 
line) leads to a water-cooled condenser-receiver 

« 8. This is of the shell-and-tub'e type in which 
the water ̀ flows through the tubes and the re 
frigerant condenses outside the tubes. Thus 
the condensed refrigerant flows to the liquid 
line 9. 
The water-supply connection is indicated at 

II, and the water-discharge connection at- I2. 
Connection I2 leads to the accumulator shell I3 
and the condenser water nnally discharges from 
`the shell I3 through the connection I4. Con 
nection H may lead to the sewer or to a cooling 
tower, or to any other disposal means as the 
designer of the plant may elect. Mounted in the 
accumulator I3 is a heat-exchange coil I5 whose 
function will be explained later. 
The liquid line 9 leads to an expansion valve 

I6 which is of the Iordinary. thermally controlled 
type having a thermal bulb I'I. Expansion valve 
I 6 supplies refrigerant to an evaporator I 8 dia 
grammed as a simple sinuous coil. In normal 
operation the thermal bulb I1, which is applied 
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to the suction connection I3, caluses the valve I5 
to supply refrigerant to the evaporator I3 at 
such a rate that fthe oil-flowing vapor is always 
slightly superheated. The evaporator suction 
line I9 is connected to the compressor suction 
line 2| through a normallyvopen valve 22. The 
valve 22 is operated by a solenoid 23. When the 
solenoid 23 is energized the valve 22 is closed. 
The branch 24 of the line I9 leads to one end 

of the coil I5, whose other end is connected by 
the line 25 with the compressor suction line 2|. 
When the valve 22 is open, flow will occur through 
the valve 22 and substantially no ñow through 
the coil I5 will occur because there is substan 
tial resistance to the flow 'through the coil. This 
makes it unnecessary to use a three-way valve 
to insure alternate flow from I9 directly to 2|, 
or from‘IS through I5 to 2|.` To all intents and 
purposes, the opening and closing of the valve 
22 produces strictly selective flow. 
A branch line 26 leads from the high-pressure 

gas line 1 through a normally closed valve 21 
to the vapor space in the evaporator I8. The 
valve 7:1 is operated by a solenoid 28. The valve 
opens when the solenoid 28 is energized. 

'I'he lines which supply current to the motor 
6 and to the solenoids 23 and 28 are shown at 3| 
and 32. The motor is controlled by a switch 33. 
The solenoids are controlled by a switch 34 which 
is independently operable. When the switch 34 
is open the valve 22 is open and the valve 21 is 
closed. When the switch 34 is closed the valve 
22 closes and the valve 21 opens. 
The switch 34 may be manually operated, or 

if periodic defrosting is desired it can be oper 
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ated by a clock. There are various other known ̀ 
expedients in the art for initiating defrosting, 
and various of these may be used. 
Assume that the plant has been in operation, 

that the evaporator I8 has become frosted, and 
that it is desired to defrost it. The switch 33 
remains closed and the switch 34 is closed. 'I'he 
opening of the valve 21 causes the compressor 
to deliver hot gas to the vapor space in the 
evaporator I8. The refrigerant gives up its heat 
and condenses, and the heat thus released melts 
the frost off the evaporator. The liquid refriger 
ant drains from the evaporator, through the line 
I9, and since the valve 22 is closed, flows through 
the connection 24 to the heat-exchanger coil 
I5 and thence, in the vapor phase, through the 
lines 25 and 2| to the compressor. 'I'he warm 
condenser water in the shell I3 evaporates the 
liquid refrigerant entering coil I5. so that only 
vaporous refrigerant is drawn into the com 
pressor. , 

When the defrosting operation is complete the 
switch 34 is again opened, restoring the system_ 
to its normal refrigerating cycle. If any liquid re 
frigerant should remain in the coil I5, it will 
be evaporated and withdrawn by the com 
pressor. In any‘case, the opening of the valve 
22 virtually suspends flow through the coil I5, 
so that the coil I5 is external to the refrigerative 
circuit and exercises no disturbing effect there 
on. This is an important aspect of the inven 

’ tion. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary view showing a heat 
recovery means which may be substituted for 
the shell I3 and coil I5. In this view parts iden 
tical with parts in Fig. 1 are identified by the 
same reference numerals and the distinguish 
ing letter a. 
The device indicated at 3| is an enclosed mo 

tor-compressor unit, in which a certain amount 
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of mechanical energy degenerates into heat. In 
such a unit some of the heat is derived from the 
motor and some from the compressor. Sur 
rounding unit 3| is a cooling jacket 32 con 
nected in a thermosiphon circuit with shell 33 
by the pipes 34, 35. Thus coil I5a, the direct 
analog of coil I5, is subject to heat available at 
rather low temperature in shell 33. 
The motor-compressor unit replaces the motor 

6 and compressor 5, but to avoid confusing Fig. 
2, connections analogous to 1. 2| , 26 of Fig. l 
are not illustrated. 
Both Fig. l and Fig. 2 show liquid baths which 

accumulate heat but in some cases this extra 
heat storage capacity is unnecessary, either be 
cause heat is available in adequate quantity or 
because the motor-compressor itself offers ade 
quate heat storage capacity. In such a case 
the jacket 32 can be connected to perform the 
function of coil I5a of Fig. 2 as suggested in 
Fig. 3. 
In Fig. 3 parts identica1 with parts in Figs. l 

and 2 bear the same reference numerals with 
the letter b.' The motor-compressor is indicated 
at |3| andits jacket at |32. 

'I'hree embodiments have been illustrated and 
others are possible. The invention contemplates 
that waste heat accumulated in adequate quan 
tity at a safe temperature shall be used to supply 
the heat for defrosting and to protect the com 
pressor against entry of refrigerant in the liq 
uid phase while defrosting proceeds. This waste 
heat is accumulated outside the refrigerating 
circuit, which is a feature of marked advantage. 
What is claimed is: 
1, The combination of a refrigerative plant of 

the compressor-condenser-evaporator circuit 
type; a motor for driving the compressor there 
of ; a heat-exchanger external to said circuit and 
subject to heat produced by degeneration of me 
chanical energy supplied through the motor to the 
plant; and means capable of being made effective 
while the compressor runs and serving, when ef 
fective, to connect the compressor discharge with 
the evaporator and to connect the compressor 
suction to withdraw liquid from the evaporator 
through said heat-exchanger. 

2. The combination of a refrigerative plant oi' 
the compressor  condenser - evaporator circuit 
type; means external to said circuit for accumu 
lating waste heat generated as an incident to op 
eration of the plant; and means capable of being 
made effective while the compressor runs and 
when effective serving to connect the compres 
sor discharge to the evaporator, and to connect 
the compressor suction to withdraw liquid from 
the evaporator through a path .which is in heat 
exchange relation with said heat accumulating 
means. 

3. The combination of a refrigerative plant of 
the compressor  condenser - evaporator circuit 
type; means for accumulating at least a portion 
of the heat rejected through the condenser; and 
means capable of being made effective while the 
compressor runs and when effective serving to 
connect the compressor discharge to the evapo 
rator and to connect the compressor suction to 
withdraw liquid from the evaporator through a 
path which` is in heat-exchange relation with 
said heat accumulating means. 

4. The combination 0f a refrigerative plant of 
the compressor  condenser - evaporator circuit 
type; a motor connected to drive the compressor, 
and of a type which generates waste heat as an 
incident to its operation; means for accumulat 
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ing at least a portion of said waste heat;v and 
means capable of being made effective while the 
compressor runs and when eiîective serving to 
connect the compressor discharge to the evapo 
rator and to connect the compressor suction to 
withdraw liquid from the evaporator through a 
path which is in heat-exchange relation with 
said heat accumulating means. 

5. The combination of a refrigerative plant of 
the compressor  condenser  evaporator circuit 
type, including a combined motor-compressor 
unit; a heat exchanger external to the circuit 
and subject to heat generated by said unit; and 
means capable of being made elïective while the 

compressor runs, and when effective serving to 
connect the compressor discharge to the evapo 
rator and to connect the compressor suction to 
withdraw liquid from the evaporator through 

5 said heat exchanger. 
SAMUEL P. SOLING. 
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